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Abstract: We propose a new semi-automated method for generating personalized learning paths from the Wikipedia

online encyclopedia by following inter-article hyperlink chains based on various rankings that are retrieved

from the statistics of the articles. Alternative perspectives for learning topics are achieved when the next

hyperlink to access is selected based on hierarchy of hyperlinks, repetition of hyperlink terms, article size,

viewing rate, editing rate, or user-defined weighted mixture of them all. We have implemented the method

in  a  prototype  enabling  the  learner  to  build  independently  concept  maps  following  her  needs  and

consideration. A list of related concepts is shown in a desired type of ranking to label new nodes (titles of

target  articles  for  current  hyperlinks)  accompanied with  parsed  explanation phrases  from the  sentences

surrounding each hyperlink to label directed arcs connecting nodes. In experiments the alternative ranking

schemes well supported various learning needs suggesting new pedagogical networking practices.

1 INTRODUCTION

To enhance the quality and efficiency of automated
information  processing  there  is  a  need  for  new
computational  methods.  The  methods  used  for
representing  and  modifying  information  with  the
computers should be made more compatible with the
methods that are naturally used by humans to adopt
and associate meanings. Thus developing illustrative
adaptive computational methods that can be used in
knowledge  management  in  natural  language  and
with  intuitive  visualizations should  have  a  high
priority in research agenda.

We  suggest  that  information  available  in
structured  online  knowledge  bases  can  serve  as  a
valuable resource for computer-assisted learning in
respect  to  the  key  concepts of  curriculum  and
semantic relations linking them. We propose a new
adaptive method to assist individual learning of core
network of semantic relations in curriculum and later
expanding  this  network  further.  We  consider  that
still  today  the  most  valuable  environment  for
learning is social collaboration in everyday life. We
do not aim to challenge this traditional method but to
complement  it  in a  fruitful  manner.  We propose a
new  semi-automated  method  for  generating
personalized  learning  paths  from  the  Wikipedia
online  encyclopedia  by  following  inter-article
hyperlink chains based on various rankings that are

retrieved  from  the  statistics  of  the  articles.  A
learning  path describes  a  structure  of  actions  a
learner  has  to  perform  in  order  to  attain  a
competence or a competence profile (Janssen et al.,
2008).  In  our  proposal  the  learning  paths  are
represented with concept maps. We are interested in
methodology  related  to  semantic  navigation,
intelligent  tutoring  systems  and  content-based
filtering.

Our  method  aims  to  ensure  that  an  optimal
coverage  of  concepts  becomes  provided  to  the
learner. Especially our method aims to enable active
explorations  of  conceptual  relations  taking  into
account various diverse perspectives that are based
on different individual backgrounds and preference.
Besides  in  education,  the  method  can  be  used  in
various  professions to  support  creative  problem
solving  to  analyse  various  perspectives  and  to
acquire  distant  associations  for  inspiration.  The
method  can  be  further  applied  to  model  cultural
dependencies in conceptual structures and how they
can  be  flexibly  exploited  in  cultural  exchange  for
better mutual understanding.
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2 BACKGROUND

Among  many  competing  learning  theories
constructivism has  remained  widely  supported.  In
brief, it states that humans generate knowledge and
meaning  from  their  experiences.  Holmes  et  al.
(2001)  suggested  an  expanded  definition  of  social
constructivism that could fully address the synergy
between  advances  in  information  technology  and
virtual environments.  One general challenge comes
from the long-lasting debate if semantic structures of
natural  language  are  independent  of  syntactic
structures  or not  (Peregrin,  in press).  Transferable
learning that  enables  applying previously  acquired
training successfully for novel future events can be
achieved  through the learner  being exposed to  the
learning material in a variety of contexts (Schmidt &
Bjork,  1992).  Designing  learning  activities  can
exploit  the  notion  that  people  typically  predict
upcoming words in fluent discourse (Van Berkum et
al.,  2005).  There is  evidence  that  concept-oriented
reading instruction increases reading comprehension
and engagement (Guthrie et al., 2004). 

Collaboratively  maintained  web  sites,  wikies,
have  been  actively  adopted  as  new  educational
environments  with  an  assumption  to  support
constructive learning process. However, typical use
of wikies may enhance merely student engagement,
but  not  performance  on  assessment  (Neumann  &
Hood,  2009).  A  leading  wiki  site,  the  Wikipedia
online encyclopedia, provides an extensive coverage
of factual  knowledge from various domains of life
and is actively used as a resource by students and
educators. Despite the concerns of accuracy, missing
reference  and  vandalism,  the  content  has  been
shown  to  be  relatively  reliable  and  up-to-date
(Chesney,  2006).  The  content  can  be  added  and
edited collaboratively by anyone but some parts are
more protected to prevent vandalism and consistent
rewriting.  General  usage  patterns  for  various
Wikipedia editions have been analyzed (Reinoso et
al., 2009) showing a ratio of 620 reading operations
per one saving operation for articles in the English
edition.

It  has  been  estimated  that  in  English  lexicon
there  are  well  over  54  000  word  families  and  an
educated adult native speaker knows around 20 000
of  them  (Nation  &  Waring,  1997).  However,  the
most frequent 3000 to 5000 word families typically
cover around 90 % of ordinary text and even more
of  spoken  language  of  a  language.  Mastering  just
this  fraction can already provide a strong basis for
comprehension  thus  allowing  efficient  further
learning  from the  context.  On  the  other  hand,  the
Wikipedia  online encyclopedia currently  contains
over  3  million  articles  in  English  thus  greatly

exceeding  the  average  vocabulary  of  an  educated
adult.  This motivates  us  to  propose  exploiting  the
Wikipedia  as  a  valuable  resource  for  developing
methods that assist people in adoption of conceptual
relations and learning in general.

There have been attempts to develop methods to
generate  personalized  representations  from  large
knowledge  resources  to  serve  for  example  in
education. After introducing our method and initial
experiment, we will discuss about some related work
in Section 5.

3 METHOD

3.1 Ranking  hyperlinks  based  on

article statistics

Depending on the Wikipedia article, the amount and
type of hyperlinks that it holds varies a lot. The more
hyperlinks exist, the more alternative learning paths
can be provided to  the  learner  although making it
also  harder  to  choose  one  of  them  through
comparison. A fundamental computational challenge
is  to  identify  the  most  promising  hyperlinks  and
indicate  them  to  the  learner.  For  natural  language
processing  applications,  various  confidence
measures  have  been  developed  to  estimate  the
probability of correctness of the outputs (Gandrabur
et al., 2006).

We propose that the hyperlinks can be shown in
a list that supports ranking based on various criteria
taking into  account  different  perspectives  provided
by each hyperlink’s target article and depending on
varied preferences among learners. Obviously, using
many parallel measures for ranking hyperlinks can
enhance  possibility  to  systematically  differentiate
alternative rankings but unfortunately also increases
computational complexity. It could be also possible
to perform deep searches in the network and based
on them conclude  the most  promising  direction to
traverse the next hyperlink. However, we wanted to
minimize  the  cost  of  searches  in  the  network  and
decided to evaluate  only those  articles  that  can be
reached within a distance of one hyperlink step. 

Since we aim at developing methods that can be
used even with modest technological resources,  we
want  to  consider  now  simple  measures  only.  As
computational  power  constantly  grows  we  expect
taking increasingly complex measures into use in the
future.

We propose that many statistical features about
the  hyperlink’s  target  article  can  be  retrieved  as
useful  indicators  about  the  perspectives  that  the
target  article  represents  in  relation  to  the  current
article.  Thus,  one  can  use  alternative  ranking
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principles to sort target articles of hyperlinks in the
current article. This enables getting target articles of
hyperlinks  to  be  promoted  in  varying  order  of
preference,  depending  on  to  which  statistical
features  have  been  given  priority  in  ranking.  The
highest-ranking  hyperlinks  with  each  alternative
ranking  can  provide  different  perspectives  for
exploration in the article network for a learner. 

In our work we decided to generate ranking of
hyperlinks with such simple features that would be
as  much  as  possible  motivated  by  the  main
functionality  of  the  Wikipedia.  We  concluded  by
naming  five  key  functions  of  the  Wikipedia  and
corresponding measurable features for ranking. They
are:  adding  new  content  (article  size),  editing
content  (editing  rate),  providing  cross-linking
(hierarchy  of  hyperlinks),  explaining  concepts  and
their  relation  (repetition  of  hyperlink  terms)  and
using articles as a reference (viewing rate). Each of
these five features enable relatively straightforward
ranking of hyperlinks. 

For  example  in  November  2009,  Wikipedia
article  about  “Life”  contained  hyperlinks  to  target
articles  such  as  “Earth”  (9152 edits,  size  417 499
bytes)  and “Metabolism”  (1478 edits,  size  456427
bytes).  With  common  statistical  reasoning,  one
could  expect  that  the  coverage  of  the  article
“Metabolism” (bigger article) might be broader but
that  the  peer-review process  of  the  article  “Earth”
(more edits) might be more extensive. Among these
two  hyperlinks,  prioritizing  the  article  size  would
promote relating concept of life to metabolism and
prioritizing  the  number  of  edits  would  promote
relating  concept  of  life  to  earth.  Naturally,
cautiousness  is  needed  in  statistical  evaluation
especially when having relatively low frequencies.

From the sentence surrounding the hyperlink it is
possible to parse and extract a compact explanation
phrase  that  depicts  the  semantic  relation  between
current  article and the hyperlink’s target  article. In
the  previous  example,  one  could  produce  two
alternative robust relation statements from the text of
article  “Life”  (November  2009):  that  forms of life
“can be found in the biosphere on earth”, and that
during life “living organisms undergo metabolism”. 

For  a  learner  to  exploit  the perspective  that  is
currently  emphasized  in  ranking,  it  is
recommendable to traverse some of the high-ranking
hyperlinks.  The  current  article,  the  target  article
corresponding to the selected high-ranking hyperlink
and  the  relation  statement  between  them  can  be
intuitively  represented  and  further  evaporated  in  a
concept  map.  In  the  concept  map,  nodes  labelled
with  article  titles  are  connected  with  directed arcs
labelled with relation statements. By expanding the
concept map step by step with a preferred ranking of

hyperlinks the learner can explore and build learning
paths emphasizing desired perspectives. 

3.2 Principles of ranking

We think that the order of appearance of hyperlinks
in the article is the simplest ranking of hyperlinks to
exploit since it is inherently available in the article
text. This ranking can be assumed to suggest that the
hyperlinks  in  the  beginning  of  the  current  article
point  to  articles  whose  titles  emphasize  giving  a
definition of the  current  article.  Reason for  this  is
that a Wikipedia article often starts with a compact
definition containing a few hyperlinks. Respectively,
the  hyperlinks  in  the  end  of  current  article  likely
point  to  articles  whose  titles  emphasize  giving
broader details of the current article. We will refer to
this  type  of  ranking  as  the  “Hierarchy  of
hyperlinks”. Other rankings can be expected to rely
on alternative prioritization for hyperlinks.

Statistical features of an article can be computed
directly  from the  article  or  its  revision  history,  or
then  retrieved  from  the  open  statistics  database
provided  by  the  Wikipedia  foundation.  Several
specialized web sites provide an easy interface for
making queries with the statistics database. 

In  preliminary  testing  we  evaluated  a  varied
randomized sample  of 100 Wikipedia articles.  We
tried  to  identify  what  kinds  of  target  articles  of
hyperlinks become typically favoured when ranking
is  performed  in  respect  to  each  of  five  features
introduced in Section 3.1. We also tried to identify
cases  in which  some articles  become misleadingly
favoured  against  these  expectations  just  noted  for
each ranking. Table 1 shows our conclusion based
on  the  sample  and  describing  a  hypothesis  about
favourable and misleading cases. We assume that on
average same kinds  of tendencies  appear with  any
random  Wikipedia  article  when  ranking  its
hyperlinks in respect to each of five features.

We  propose  a  new  method  that  enables  to
generate  personalized  learning  paths  from  the
Wikipedia  online  encyclopedia  based  on  various
rankings that are retrieved from the statistics of the
articles.  The  method  should  fruitfully  support
principles  of  constructivism  and  transferable
learning. 

Relying on the current learning task the learner
needs to  be first  provided with  a start  concept  for
exploration.  The  method  retrieves  a  Wikipedia
article whose title matches with this concept. Then
the learner is provided with a list  of hyperlinks  in
this  current  article,  sorted  in  a  desired  type  of
ranking based on the statistics of target articles. The
list  shows  the  title  of  target  article  for  each
hyperlink,  accompanied  with  a  compact  relation
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comparative.  Pirrone  et  al.  (2005)  proposed  an
approach  to  automated  learning  path  generation
inside a domain ontology supporting a web tutoring
system.  Inspired  by  the  knowledge  space  theory,
they suggest heuristics to transform an ontology in a
weighted  graph  where  the  A*  search  algorithm is
used to find the path.

We  think  that  a  community-driven  approach,
such  as  wiki  environments,  can  well  support
dynamic  collaboratively  defined  ontologies.  The
Wikipedia  does  not  have  permanently  fixed
categorization  of  its  content  and  the  relations  can
sustain even radical changes to respond the changes
in the average worldview. The content providers are
asked to take care of updating the organization of the
content  as  well.  Since  previous  versions  can  be
always reverted, it is safe to let the structure freely
slowly  converge  towards  a  consensus  while
complementary contributions are gathered.

Despite  uncertainties,  the  Wikipedia  has  been
considered  as  a  promising  source  for  ontology
construction (Haase & Völker, 2008; Hu, in press).
Every  Wikipedia  article  describes  one  concept
denoted  by  the  title  of  the  article  that  has  been
considered  having  value  for  general  public.  Each
hyperlink  of  this  article  literally  shows  a  path  to
another  related  concept  that  has  been  collectively
valued  so  much  that  a  specific  article  has  been
written about it as well. 

With  swarm  intelligence,  spontaneous  indirect
coordination  between  agents  can  show  optimal
learning  paths  with  a  form  of  self-organization
called stigmergy (Gutiérrez et al., 2006). Similarly,
we  think  that  automated  generation  of  favourable
learning  paths  can  be  effectively  based  on
proceeding in the conceptual network represented by
Wikipedia articles and inter-article hyperlinks. 

Graph based visualizations relying on ontologies
extracted  from the  Wikipedia  have  been  proposed
for education (Dicheva & Dichev, 2007; Yang et al.,
2007).  We  now  suggest  extending  the  use  of
ontologies  extracted  from  the  Wikipedia  to  be
applied in building personalized learning paths. This
poses requirements to assess the quality of articles
and perspectives that they can provide.

With an aim to enhance the quality of articles,
the  Wikipedia  community  has  been  labelling  in  a
specific review process some satisfactory articles as
“good articles” and even more professional ones as
“featured articles”. Blumenstock (2008) showed that
the featured articles can be recognized correctly with
the accuracy of 96 % using a simple heuristic  that
classifies  articles  with  more  than  2000  words  as
“featured” and articles with fewer than 2000 words
as “random”. Thomas and Sheth (2007) showed that
when comparing labelled good articles to other non-
stub articles having at least 50 revision milestones

they found  no statistically  significant  difference  in
convergence to a semantically stable state. 

These  two  previous  results  indicate  that  the
maturity  of  an  article  can  be  measured  relatively
well  even  with  simple  parameters.  This  seems  to
support our attempt to identify few basic features of
an  article  that  can  be  easily  measured  to  create
rankings  for  hyperlinks,  highlighting  alternative
perspectives that they provide. Adoption of features
denoting  “Article  size”  and  “Editing  rate”  for  our
method  was  especially  inspired  by  these  two
previous results.

Since each collaborating author of a Wikipedia
article  inherently  provides  a  different  perspective,
the authors can together easily cover a rather wide
range of issues and typically produce a rich creative
output. The iterative additions, evaluations and edits
done collectively seem to be capable of assuring the
quality and coherence of the steps leading towards
the desired stabilized state of a mature article.

5.2 Accumulating knowledge 

Semantic relation analysis tries to identify semantic
units  and  their  relations  from  natural  language.
Previous  research  has  strongly  relied  on  machine
learning  approach  or  probabilistic  methods.
Semantic  roles  have  been  identified  for  example
from  syntactic  units  by  using  various  lexical
resources and predefined relations.  When trying to
generate automatically favourable learning paths that
match with the learner’s needs the guidance should
have  a  suitable  balance  between  constraints  for
sustainability and freedom of association. 

Nastase and Szpakowicz (2006) introduced an
incremental  learning  algorithm  that  effectively
mimics  the  way  in  which  a  human  reader
accumulates  knowledge  and  exploits  it  to  process
new text. The algorithm assigns a semantic relation
to semantic units of text taken from a science book
with  guidance  from  a  user  and  builds  a  simple
syntactic-semantic  graph  surrounding  the  central
concept  and  matching  it  with  previously  analysed
text.  Our  proposed  method  provides  an  analogous
approach  relying  on  user-driven  generation  of
learning paths in the form of concept maps based on
article network of the Wikipedia.

Coursey et al. (2008) argued that a combination
of keyword extraction techniques combining graph-
theoretical  algorithms  and  methods  relying  on
knowledge  extracted  from  the  Wikipedia  can  be
successfully used to identify candidate keywords in
learning  objects.  They  suggest  using  ranking
algorithm over the Wikipedia connectivity graph to
find  relevant  articles.  Somewhat  similarly,  our
method  exploits  the  titles  of  hyperlink’s  target
articles  to  identify  promising  concepts  in  the
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Wikipedia. We introduce ranking that enables these
concepts  to  be  explored  in  learning  paths,
accompanied  with  compact  relation  statements
parsed  from  the  sentences  surrounding  each
hyperlink.

Serrano  et  al.  (2009)  argued  that  some  key
regularities of written text concerning burstiness of
words,  topicality  and  their  relationship  can  be
modelled  with  two  simple  algorithmic  techniques
that are frequency ranking with dynamic reordering
and  memory  effect  connecting  word  frequencies
across different  documents.  They suggest that their
model  enables  to  relate  two  key  mechanisms  that
have  been assumed  to  affect  how humans  process
the  lexicon:  rank  frequency  and  context  diversity.
They  propose  using  their  model  to  study  co-
evolution  of  content  and  citation  structure  for
example in the Wikipedia. In a resembling fashion,
our  method  uses  rank  frequency  and  context
diversity  of  the  Wikipedia  enabling  a  learner  to
process  lexicon  to  a  pedagogically  rewarding
structure.

There have been proposals to visually highlight
the most mutually agreed segments in a Wikipedia
article  based  on  simple  quality  measures.  High
survival  time  of  a  single  edit  does  not  guarantee
reliably its trustworthiness (Luyt et al., 2008).  Adler
and de Alfaro (2007) proposed a measure relying on
author’s  reputation  that  can be  gained  if  the  edits
he/she  performs  are  preserved  by  subsequent
authors.  It  seems  challenging  to develop measures
taking simultaneously into account the semantics of
the  article  network  and  collective  contribution
patterns  coming  from  authors  and  readers.  Our
method tries to address these issues.

Pavlovic (2008) introduced a model of network
computation based on Markov chains as an attempt
to extract the semantic content of the data from their
distribution  among  the  nodes.  A  concept  can  be
identified  by finding  the community  of nodes  that
share  it  performing  together  some  non-local  data
processing.  Pavlovic  proposes  ranking  of  paths  to
extract information about the likely flow biases from
the  available  static  information  about  the  network
and thus to detect semantic structures in a network.
We think that  our  method  is  dealing  with  a  same
kind  of  goal  and  that  the  statistics  concerning
articles can be useful criteria for ranking the paths.

Haruechaiyasak  and  Damrongrat  (2008)
proposed a method to generate a topic model from
articles in the Wikipedia Selection for Schools that
is a collection aiming to meet curricula world-wide.
Their  method  relies  on  latent  Dirichlet  allocation.
Based  on  similarity  measures  computed  for  topic
distribution  profiles  of  the  articles,  the  method
enables  recommending  related  articles  some  of
which are not covered by the hyperlinks in a given

article. With some similarities, our method aims to
recommend well related hyperlinks for learning, We
decided  to  use  article  statistics  as  a  measure  that
enables to highlight different perspectives..

All in all, inspired by the previous work, we tried
to find measures to recommend hyperlinks that offer
pedagogically  motivated  exploration  in  the
Wikipedia  article  network  with  a  preferred
perspective.  To  make  learning  paths  personalized
there is a need for a method that takes into account
the learner’s preference about which hyperlink is the
most  profitable  to  choose  as  the  next  step  in  the
learning  path.  To  find  a  favourable  chain  of
hyperlinks in the Wikipedia a reasonable amount of
familiarity and continuity should be preserved while
still trying to extend knowledge of the learner.

6 DISCUSSION

The  proposed  method  aims  to  suggest  hyperlink
chains  that  offer  highest  pedagogic  value  for  the
learner.  An essential  strength of the method is the
aim to provide a reasonable collection of alternative
hyperlink  chains  that  maintain  semantic  and
educational  relatedness  between  each  step  in  the
chain and between parallel chains. This is based on
four  key  factors:  collaboratively  maintained  initial
organization of concepts and relations (evolution of
the Wikipedia), dynamic ranking in respect to five
features  supporting  alternative  perspectives  (article
statistics), illustrations denoting previous and current
conceptual reasoning (concept maps), and letting the
learner to make the ultimate decision for next step
based on her intuition and consideration (support for
variety of personalities). 

The  proposed  method  relies  heavily  on
extraction and analysis  of hyperlinks  in Wikipedia
articles  related  to  a  chosen  learning  topic.
Recommendable learning paths are represented as a
gradually  expanding  concept  map  that  can  be
directly shown to the learner and also applied later in
various educational purposes.

The method aims to provide a balanced trade-
off between extensive coverage and compactness in
the  generated  learning  content.  The  method  offers
learning  paths  that  should  enable  the  learner  to
traverse  the  most  essential  knowledge  in  the  least
amount of time. This traversing can be exploited as
means to adopt new knowledge or to refresh it. The
traversed  learning  paths  become  documented  as
concept  maps  thus  enabling  the  learner  to  analyse
illustratively  her  conceptualization  concerning  a
chosen  topic.  These  knowledge  structures  can  be
easily  further  edited,  reused and shared with  other
learners. 
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In contrast with many previous proposals in this
field,  we  have  not  only  developed  a  method  for
knowledge  management  but  also  implemented  a
fully functional prototype that is ready to be used in
various  educational  contexts  for  many pedagogical
purposes.  We do  not  know any  previous  proposal
that  is  similar  to  our  work  especially  concerning
educational use of the Wikipedia.

We  have  evaluated  ranking  hyperlinks  of  the
article in respect to five different features based on
article  statistics.  We  think  that  these  features
correspond to the most fundamental functions of the
Wikipedia. In our experiments we found distinctive
ways to differentiate exploration of hyperlinks based
on  the  features  preferred  by  the  learner.  Using
various  rankings  it  is  thus  possible  to  provide
alternative  perspectives  to  knowledge  and  thus
enable  the  learners  to  build  independently
favourable  learning  paths  following  their  personal
needs at the moment. 

Concepts  belonging  to  various  domains  of  life
and to various abstraction levels in  a certain topic
have  obviously  different  tendencies  to  support  the
five features.  Also, features can have many hidden
correlations that should be taken into account for a
balanced use of statistics. High editing rate typically
produces  high  article  size.  Typically  each  single
event of editing article increases also viewing rate if
the editor wants to check the finished version. When
building  learning  paths,  our  proposed  method
possibly  too  optimistically  expects  high  relation
between  all  consecutive  concepts  in  a  traversed
chain of hyperlinks. 

Hyperlinks  of  an  article  can  point  to  target
articles  that  deal  with  topics  that  are  opposite  or
ambiguous  to  the  title  of  current  article.
Unfortunately, it is hard to develop general methods
that could reliably identify the exact type of relation
between target article and current article. Extracting
relation  statements  from  the  sentence  surrounding
the  hyperlink  can also  be troublesome  since  often
the  sentence  does  not  explicitly  define  the
relationship  between the title of current article and
the  title  of  target  article,  but  instead  describe
something else.

When building learning paths, a major challenge
for semantic continuity is that some measures based
on  the  characteristics  of  target  article  may  not
indicate well the actual relatedness between current
article and target article. For example, if ranking of
hyperlinks is based on viewing rate, the target article
having  the  highest  viewing  rate  is  prioritized.  But
this viewing rate consists of a great variety of visits
arriving  to  the  target  article  through  various
hyperlinks,  not  only  from  current  article.  Thus,

viewing rates describe just the overall distribution of
visits to individual Wikipedia articles and fail to tell
how the  preference  to  visit  a  certain  target  article
varies depending on the current article. 

There are limitations  with  the current  method
especially since it was purposefully designed to be
simple and computationally easy. The features used
with  the  method  could  be  chosen  in  various
alternative  ways.  Anyway,  if  the  online  services
used for quering statistics should become shut down
it  still  remains  possible  to  retrieve  statistics  with
alternative  implementations.  The  method  might  be
enhanced by using statistics taken from varied time
frames  and  making  diverse  temporal  analysis  for
views,  edits,  article  size,  etc.  Articles  could  be
treated  more  equally  if  comparison  would  rely  on
proportional values instead of absolute values. Thus,
view  rates  and  edit  rates  could  be  considered
proportionally, for example in relation to article size.
The method could also somehow take advantage of
the fact that typically many changes in an article are
performed in bursts, for example after related news
has been published in the media. 

Various navigational aids have been introduced
to  the  layout  of  Wikipedia  articles,  for  example
category  tags,  “See  also”  section,  naviboxes  and
infoboxes. Also redirects, disambiguation pages and
“What  links  here”  queries  assist  finding  related
articles.  However,  we  argue  that  these  assistive
functions complementing each other  cannot  clearly
recommend  the  most  promising  hyperlinks  for
further  exploration.  To  increase  efficiency  of
exploration and to ensure finding the most relevant
hyperlinks,  there is  a need for adaptive ranking of
hyperlinks of the current article.

Since a lot of articles of the Wikipedia present
facts  that  have  a  low  probability  to  become
constantly updated or seriously questioned, we think
that our method could be successfully used also off-
line. Despite of its huge coverage, the plain textual
content  of  English  language  version  of  Wikipedia
can be  stored  locally  in  one  compressed  file  of  5
gigabytes.  The  method  might  use  also  the  article
statistics from just off-line sources. We suggest that
already  the  statistics  gathered  so  far  can  enable
creating reliable ranking that reflects conception of
global  community.  Relying  on  off-line  content
would  enable  using  the  method  with  very  low
computational costs and minimal delay.

7 FUTURE WORK

The proposed method and experiment have indicated
a promising unexplored area for research concerning
new  methodology  to  adaptively  explore  the
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knowledge space of the Wikipedia. We suggest that
the  method  we  have  developed  for  the  Wikipedia
can  be  relatively  well  applied  to  also  other
collaborative knowledge management environments
and  even  intellectual  mental  processes  in  human
mind.

In the future research there is a strong need for
further classifying various features that can be used
in  ranking  of hyperlinks  that  connect  concepts  (or
articles).  It  can  be  possible  to  identify  individual
most  favourable  features  for  each  domain  of
knowledge.  These  specific  features  could  enable
exploring  knowledge  in  most  coherent  manner
taking  into  account  special  characteristics  that  are
typical for this domain.

It is also important to develop methods that can
address  individual  characteristics  of  every  learner.
For each learner it could be identified what are the
features that need to be used in ranking of hyperlinks
to fulfil his/her special personal needs. For example,
preferred learning style,  personality and hobbies of
the  learner  could  be  considered  when  setting  the
ranking criteria that affect which hyperlinks become
promoted  to  the  learner.  Furthermore,  it  would  be
advantageous  that  the learner  could himself/herself
make  adaptively  consistent  decisions  about  what
features  to  prioritize  in  ranking  when  exploring
varying  learning  contexts.  In  many  cases,  user-
defined ranking criteria should not probably support
just  one  perspective  but  instead  to  be  a  dynamic
weighted mixture of them all.

In addition, it is important to develop advanced
but  still  computationally  sustainable  analysis
methods that help to rank alternative hyperlinks and
thus  to  find  most  promising  learning  paths.  It  is
important to have such analysis methods that are not
dependent  on  any  proprietary  online  service.  To
effectively  develop  and  ensure  automated
knowledge  management  it  is  important  to  support
open  access  knowledge  bases  and  open  source
modules. Interfaces should be kept as interoperable
and  standardized  as  possible  to  best  promote
updating  individual  components  of  modular
applications or replacing them with alternatives.

Knowledge management tools should be actively
introduced  for  using  them  in  ordinary  life  for
example  in  education,  problem  solving,  decision
making,  design  and  innovation.  Research  should
emphasize access for all since knowledge tools are
often most crucial for people with special needs. The
efforts  should  aim at  providing a  better  quality  of
life  and  letting  the  learner  to  excel  oneself  and
follow his/her personal interests.
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